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ABSTRACT: Ice adhesion on superhydrophobic surfaces can
significantly increase in humid environments because of frost
nucleation within the textures. Here, we studied frost
formation and ice adhesion on superhydrophobic surfaces
with various surface morphologies using direct microscale
imaging combined with macroscale adhesion tests. Whereas ice
adhesion increases on microtextured surfaces, a 15-fold
decrease is observed on nanotextured surfaces. This reduction
is because of the inhibition of frost formation within the
nanofeatures and the stabilization of vapor pockets. Such
“Cassie ice”-promoting textures can be used in the design of anti-icing surfaces.
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The problem of excessive ice buildup is prevalent in many
systems, including airplanes, freezers, wind turbines, and

power lines.1 The current mechanical and thermal methods of
ice removal and prevention are energy intensive,2 and chemicals
like deicing and anti-icing fluids are not always compatible with
the environment.3 To this end, developing passive anti-icing
surfaces is of utmost importance. Over the years, solid low
surface energy coatings,4 textured surfaces with a modified
surface chemistry (superhydrophobic surfaces)5,6 and lubricant-
impregnated textured surfaces7,8 have garnered significant
attention as potential approaches to prevent excessive ice
accretion.
It has been reported previously that superhydrophobic

surfaces repel bouncing water drops at subzero temper-
atures,9,10 promote freezing delay,11−14 and reduce ice
adhesion.5,15 This performance is attributed to water being in
the Cassie state and not in the Wenzel state.16 It has been
argued that under subzero temperatures, the anti-icing
properties of superhydrophobic surfaces are compromised if
the substrate temperature is below the dew point.17,18 In other
words, an increase in local humidity results in the nucleation of
frost within the surface features and renders the surface
hydrophilic. On such frosted surfaces, the higher water
wettability results in the impalement of water. Subsequent
freezing of water results in ice being in intimate contact with
the surface asperities, which we refer to as “Wenzel ice”.17

Surfaces where frost does not form within the surface features
can sustain the Cassie state of water during freezing even under
supersaturated conditions. The ice in this suspended state,
which we refer to as “Cassie ice”, will adhere poorly to the

substrate because of reduced ice-substrate contact area.
However, there has been no direct evidence of “Cassie ice”
under supersaturated conditions.
Frost formation has been the subject of intensive studies in

the past few years.19−23 Here, we performed frosting experi-
ments on superhydrophobic surfaces with varied surface
textures. Figure 1 shows the experimental observations on
four different silicon surfaces: a smooth surface (Figure 1a), a
surface with photolithographically patterned square micropillars
of 10 μm side, 10 μm spacing, and 10 μm depth (micro-
textured, Figure 1c), a surface with nanofeatures obtained via
reactive ion etching (nanotextured, Figure 1e), and a
hierarchically textured surface with 10 μm square micropillars,
10 μm spacing, and 10 μm depth along with nanofeatures
(Figure 1g). All surfaces were modified with tricholoro-
(octadecyl)silane to make them hydrophobic. The experimental
details of the sample fabrication are found elsewhere.7,24 Table
1 shows the dynamic water contact angles on these surfaces.
The substrates were placed on a cold plate (Stir-Kool, model
12D), which was then cooled to −15 °C and maintained at that
temperature. The ambient relative humidity was around 60−
70% at room temperature.
As shown in Figure 1, frost formation was much faster on the

microtextured surface (Figure 1d) compared to all other
morphologies with almost the entire sample covered in the first
5 min. The large surface area due to the presence of
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microfeatures increases the rate of frost formation on this
surface. On the nanotextured surface (Figure 1f) and the
hierarchically textured surface (Figure 1h), despite larger
surface areas, there was a slight delay in frost formation−an
observation that requires further investigation. However, the
frost front originating from the edges eventually advanced to
cover the entire sample across all morphologies. With complete
frost coverage, anti-icing characteristics such as droplet
repellency and freezing delay are compromised on all surfaces.
Frost formation within the surface features has also been

reported to increase ice adhesion strength,17 although the effect
of different surface morphologies on ice adhesion has not been
explored. We measured the ice adhesion strength on the
different superhydrophobic surfaces used in this work: smooth,
microtextured, nanotextured, and hierarchically textured. The
substrates were clamped to a base plate and plastic cuvettes of 1
cm × 1 cm cross-section filled with water were inverted on
them. The system was cooled to −15 °C using a Peltier cooler
(TECA Corporation, model LHP-800CP) and maintained at

that temperature for approximately 2 h. A force transducer
(Imada, model ZP-44) was used to fracture the interface
between ice and the substrate, and the maximum force required
to do so was recorded. This force was normalized with the
cross-section of the cuvette to give us the adhesion strength of
ice on the substrate. The details of the experimental setup are
provided elsewhere.4 Water in the cuvettes increases the local
humidity near the substrates and results in frost formation
within the surface features. During frost formation, the ice
adhesion strength is expected to increase, and any adhesion
measurement setup using a water column should take into
account the effect of frost formation within the interstitial
regions of the surface.
Figure 2 shows the ice adhesion strength expressed as a

fraction of that on untreated surfaces. The highest adhesion
strength was recorded on microtextured superhydrophobic
surfaces with the measured values being higher than even that
on untreated surfaces. In comparison, hierarchically textured
surfaces showed lower ice adhesion, although its adhesion
strength was still higher than what we measured on smooth
hydrophobic surfaces. We did not observe any degradation of
the silane coating during our experiment (see the Supporting
Information). We attribute the high ice adhesion to the
indiscriminate frost formation within the air pockets of the
microtextured and hierarchically textured surfaces, which
modifies the surface properties and leads to “Wenzel ice”.17

However, ice adhesion strength on nanotextured super-
hydrophobic surfaces was approximately 15 times lower than
that on untreated surfaces and approximately 5 times lower
than that on smooth hydrophobic surfaces. Although low ice

Figure 1. SEM images and snapshots of the video showing frost formation at different time instants for a (a, b) smooth hydrophobic surface, (c, d)
microtextured superhydrophobic surface, (e, f) nanotextured superhydrophobic surface, and (g, h) hierarchical superhydrophobic surface. The
arrows in the snapshots indicate the frost front on the different surfaces.

Table 1. Dynamic Contact Angles of Water

advancing
angle (deg)

receding
angle (deg)

contact angle
hysteresis (deg)

smooth hydrophobic 113 ± 1 97 ± 1 ∼16
microtextured
superhydrophobic

162 ± 2 136 ± 2 ∼26

nanotextured
superhydrophobic

168 ± 4 160 ± 2 ∼8

hierarchically textured
superhydrophobic

>170 >170 negligible
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adhesion on superhydrophobic surfaces under dry conditions
has been reported in the past, low ice adhesion under humid
conditions has not been previously reported. This result runs
contrary to the measurements on other textured super-
hydrophobic surfaces, indicating the dependence of ice
adherence on the surface morphology. The low adherence on
nanotextured surfaces suggests a “Cassie” nature of ice in
contrast to the “Wenzel” nature of ice on the microtextured and
hierarchically textured surfaces. Our observations are consistent
with the observations of Maitra et al.,25 who noted a higher ice
adhesion for the hierarchically textured surfaces compared to
that for the single scale nanotextured surfaces under concurrent
ice shedding. The smaller length scales of the features on
nanotextured surfaces could prevent frost formation in the air
pockets, thereby preserving the low water wettability and low
ice adhesion on these surfaces.

We visualized the formation of frost within the surface
features in an SEM via a cryo-fracturing approach. The
schematic in Figure 3a outlines the steps involved in this
process. Initially, the substrate was cooled on a cold plate (Stir-
Kool 12D) and maintained at −15 °C for approximately 15 min
(step I). Once a significant amount of frost was seen on the
surface, the substrate was plunged into liquid nitrogen (step II)
and clamped vertically onto a stage that was maintained at
−150 °C. The clamping was done in such a way that a part of
the sample protruded from the stage as shown in step III in
Figure 3a. The substrate was then broken using a knife (step
IV) so that the fractured edge could be imaged in an SEM at
cryogenic temperatures (step V).
Figure 3b shows SEM images of the frost formation on a

microtextured superhydrophobic surface using the cryo-fracture
process. Consistent with earlier works,17 a significant amount of
frost was seen between the textures, rendering the surface
hydrophilic. Ice that subsequently forms on the surface will be
completely impaled on the surface features, resulting in
increased ice adhesion. Similarly, on the hierarchically textured
surface, the formation of frost between the micropillars
compromises the ice-repellency of the surface and thus
increases ice adhesion (Figure 3c).
Imaging the frost−substrate interface on a nanotextured

surface was much more challenging. Although there was
complete frost coverage prior to the fracturing of the substrate,
the destructive cryo-fracturing process removed all the frost
crystals from the surface (Figure 3d). Multiple trials similarly
failed to obtain a stable frost−substrate interface. Although the
poor adherence leading to an unstable frost−substrate interface
indicates an absence of frost nucleation in the air pockets, we
need a more conclusive imaging technique to visualize the
interface and confirm this hypothesis.
Focused ion beam (FIB) milling and subsequent SEM

imaging under cryogenic conditions has been used extensively

Figure 2. Adhesion strength of ice on different surfaces expressed as a
fraction of that on untreated silicon.

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of the steps for cryo fracture/SEM imaging. SEM images of a cryo-fractured (b) microtextured superhydrophobic surface,
(c) hierarchically textured superhydrophobic surface, and (d) nanotextured superhydrophobic surface.
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in recent years to characterize surfaces and interfaces at the
micro- and nanoscale.7,26 In this work, we used cryo-FIB/SEM
to enable direct visualization of the interface between frost and
the nanotextured surface. The substrate was initially maintained
at −15 °C at a humidity of around 60−70% at room
temperature for approximately 15 min during which a good
amount of frost formed on the surface. The substrate was then
plunged in liquid nitrogen and mounted onto a cold stage that
was cooled to −150 °C in vacuum. The rapid decrease in
temperature due to the liquid nitrogen plunge prevented any
further deformation prior to imaging. A Pt/Pd coating was
applied to the substrate to ensure uniform milling. The
substrate was then put in a Zeiss NVision Focused Ion Beam
system with dual ion and electron beams as shown in Figure 4a.

The gallium ion beam was used to mill through the sample such
that the interface between frost and the nanotextured surface
was revealed, which was then imaged using the electron beam.
Figure 4b shows the SEM image of the cross section of the

interface. The image shows the presence of a number of stable
air pockets on the nanotextured surface even under high
humidity conditions. The nanotextured superhydrophobic
surfaces could thus stabilize ice in a suspended “Cassie” state
that translates to the low ice adhesion strength reported on
these surfaces. There have been other works in the field that
have looked at using nanotexturing for frost resistance.20−22,27

The “Cassie” nature of frost had been hypothesized to be
responsible for the favorable defrosting performance of
nanotextured superhydrophobic surfaces,22 but direct visual
evidence had not been available before now.
The lack of frost formation in the cavities of the

nanotextured surfaces can be explained via the Kelvin equation.
It has been shown previously that the vapor phase is stabilized

in hydrophobic nanocavities.28−30 Because of the unavailability
of data for the interfacial energy of the frost−vapor interface,
we use here the analogy of a liquid−vapor system in a
nanocavity. From the Kelvin equation, the equilibrium vapor
pressure P(a)′ in a cavity of size ‘a’ near the surface of a
condensed liquid phase is given by

σ θ′ = ′ − ″
∞ ⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠P P

V
aRT

exp
4 cos

a( ) ( )
(1)

where P(∞)′ is the equilibrium bulk vapor pressure outside the
nanocavity, σ is the surface tension of the liquid, a is the size of
the cavity, θ is the contact angle of the liquid on the walls of the
cavity, V″ is the molar volume of the liquid phase, and T is the
ambient temperature. See the Supporting Information for the
derivation of eq 1. From this equation, we note that, as the size
of the cavity decreases, the vapor pressure in the nanocavity
increases, thereby stabilizing the vapor phase and inhibiting the
formation of the condensed liquid phase. Extending this
argument to frost formation, we can expect the energy barrier
for frost nucleation inside a nanocavity to be much higher
compared to that on a flat surface outside the nanocavity.
Future works that provide data for the frost−vapor interfacial
energy would be helpful in making precise calculations
regarding the effect of the size of the cavities on the
stabilization of the vapor pockets under frost-forming
conditions.
To conclude, we show that varying the morphology of

superhydrophobic surfaces fails to prevent frost formation.
Whereas high ice adhesion was observed on microtextured
superhydrophobic surfaces due to frost formation within the
surface features, extremely low ice adhesion strength was
measured on nanotextured superhydrophobic surfaces even
under conditions of high local humidity. The characteristics of
the interface between frost and the substrate play a crucial role
in determining the ice adhesion and were investigated here via
cryogenic imaging. Whereas frost formation within the surface
features on the microtextured and hierarchically textured
surfaces leads to the formation of the impaled “Wenzel ice”,
the presence of stable air pockets on the nanotextured surface
even under frosting conditions stabilizes “Cassie ice” on the
surface. These observations can help us establish the critical
length scale required to promote “Cassie ice” and take us a step
closer to designing feasible and effective anti-icing surfaces.
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